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At a Rally to Save Headwaters Forest

You shall drink from the wadi, and I 

have commanded the ravens

to feed you there.

A boy named Elijah with bushy

white-blond hair and grubby

clothes carries a sign, Stop

Cutting Down Trees. Off the top

of a brick a sick raven leaps.

The god who answers by fire is indeed God.

I'm born in Eureka

California, Humboldt County.

I have white-blond hair.

The history is in the trees.

For laboratory work

Father moves us to the city.

Who dies in the city the dogs shall eat.

A philosopher prefers to live in London.

The history is in the buildings.

Country folks are base, he says

and Nature so much more

beautiful than our own lives.
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Look, a little cloud no bigger than a person’s 

hand is rising out of the sea.

Elijah drops his sign on the pine-needle floor.

He points to two Steller’s Jays

and calls them Bluebirdies.

Their black crowns sail over and under tumbling air.

Who dies in the country the birds of the air shall eat.

Elijah chases his blue shadow like smoke

between redwood trees pierced 

by sunbeams and disappears.

He lay down under the broom tree.

The hand that sweeps the dark

is the hand of a child painting

the colors of air with dusky chalk.

The hand that sweeps the light

is the hand of a man painting

the prisms in the eyes of a bat.

The Lord was not in the wind; and after the wind an earthquake,

but the Lord was not in the earthquake; and after the earthquake

a fire, but the Lord was not in the fire; and after the fire

a sound of sheer silence.

Trees and the absence of trees.
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Maple Syrup

Our philosophy teacher says truth

is like maple syrup, the right amount

sweet, but too much is grotesque.

We look at each other and smirk.

After class we joke about wanting to kill ourselves. 

We’ve seen him eat, like a farm animal—

Dr. Brüder—never married, no wonder.

He’s angry at the world, like a cactus

and he’s taking his revenge out on us

darkening our minds with cynicism.

But later, alone, I wonder 

if there’s some truth to it—“like maple syrup.”

What about the pancakes, the butter

the waitress?

On a balcony overlooking South Kensington

the muffled BBC—something about the tube 

being closed at Piccadilly Circus, bomb threat, IRA 

suspected, static, U.S. troops in Iraq.

I tune it out.

Below, on the street, a boy grabs 

an unattended doughnut crate and scampers off.

A grey shroud of pigeons flutters and coos

around a hunchbacked old woman

while the black cabs, the Bentleys, stop

and go beneath a blue hole

in a grey sky.
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Dust

Snowfall fills evenly every 

clear-cut from Washington to California.

A gun-shaped hand aims thru a small concave window

past an aluminum wing and a column of vertebral cloud

at an A-framed peak, Cascade.

Scribbled across foothills dirt-trails slither.

In Los Angeles, a smoggy halo around the zoo

where a diamondback probes the glass wall of her box.

Beside her, asleep, a coiled bulge—cell-mate, a recent convert

a believer now in futility, the luster of his jewels faded.

She has gold diamonds and canary-yellow rubies

embedded in cobblestones of bulk.

Her rattle is a giant black caterpillar

her swallow-tail tongue darting to taste

sterile air, her eyes crystals set in onyx

but she can’t see thru the bullet-proof glass.

She can’t see anything 

but the almost microscopic 

flakes of dust tumbling 

down the glass cliff.
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The Beauty of Futility

Whatever the phoebe is peeping about

even the trees

in Los Angeles 

are sad

so many cars.

A black hood and white belly

flicker and thrust.

Black and white make grey     a shadow

of truth     so she lies

in the shadow of a car     

and her ghost flies

into the shadow of a tree.
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Walking in Light Rain

Grass gleams wet lime

a willow's an umbrella

drizzling, glistening

while a pine whispers a dark soliloquy.

On the cement trail ahead of you

a man walks, his umbrella

shielding the soft rain

that falls on the bell 

tower at the trail’s head.

The clock’s long black fingers

point to a time

you can’t read from here.

A white plume of sunlight

tears through the grey 

shroud above the tower.

Something in you is bent

on breaking out

at light-speed toward the light

but what would you be 

without it.
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The Prospect of Spring

Beside a church a goldfinch is perched 

on a green branch of flowering dogwood.

A mallard couple cruises a pond, his velvet 

emerald crown and purple underfeathers enticing her.

An orange cat laps up a luminous puddle.

Then, a dead waxwing on a sandbag

a small stain on the window above it, the cat 

slinking away behind rock-rose and rosemary. 

A woman’s voice at the crematorium cracks 

as she pronounces her son’s name—De La Cruz. 

His cremains will be scattered over the Sea of Cortez

I think of my friend’s nephew, Kekoa

playing inside a sand-pile when a sudden storm 

moves above Maui. His older brother, Kavika

digs him out, too late.

Green mist clings to the slender arms of the dogwood

birdsong increasing complexity. Some spirit 

has seeded in the sleek feathers of their bellies

the E sounds in midair turning into A’s 

as if grief  is being subsumed by grace.
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Squaxin Island

You tied up to it before but the crooked planks creaked so you pushed off, keeping only 

the image of a solid black eagle carved into a broken shack. Trolling close to shore, a flag 

with stripes and a singed black hole like a mask where the stars used to be. Now you 

beach the boat and walk. Used fireworks and lottery tickets, broken glass smelling of 

booze, ripped and tangled nets, the back of a quarter (silver talons clasping a silver crag), 

part of a dollar bill (a smudged green eagle, thirteen olive leaves and thirteen arrows), 

pierced and flattened buoys, a busted canoe, long kelp stems like whips in the mud and a 

rotten fish stench. A branch jerks and a heron makes a dinosaur sound so you run through 

the slosh, throw the brick back in the boat, yank the chord and motor, full-throttle, out.
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Being Seen

A woman standing on the shore of a lagoon, pole in hand

isn't fishing for the word bluegill. 

To cross-reference these blueprints

the dream’s, I want something bad

her desire’s excluded middle in a photograph on a sill

where she can’t see herself being seen. 

She raises an orchid-patterned sheet and thrusts it down, twelve

green-winged teals scattering above a marsh 

while whitewater beyond Big Lagoon brightens.

The sign says Heaven Can Wait, at the end of a trail whitewash 

bashes against black rocks, a bluegill

tossed up on a beach, open-mouthed, flopping.
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12 Lines for Joie

Missing will resemble a bouquet, glass drenched with syllables

so labor until dark in the wall of wild roses, small wind rising 

where silk expands to compensate for everything denied. 

What he sees with his eyes closed—black cage flecked 

with stars and two violet bars of light.

When someone close dies, the distance between perceiver 

and perceived widens, leaving a hole, then she sees it in a marsh 

and repeats its name slowly—bittern—pronouncing each syllable 

so each of them hears five words peeling off of one, a phenomenon 

which has no effect on the bird probing the algae, theory unable 

to supplant mystery, and whether a pain pushes in or pulls out

the eyes in that black and violet cage won’t blink.
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Conversation with a Photograph of Nietzsche

The only thing there is to fear is fear itself.

Henry David Thoreau

How do you go from e

to pluribus?

and since we’re on the object

the bus usually stops not

when it’s run off the road

or out of gas

but so it won’t interfere.

What am I afraid of Fred?

See the yellow curl of the photograph.

Resemblance isn’t the problem.

Everything resembles.

Look, the live-oak is whole

and when it no longer is

the parts will go on to constitute

other wholenesses.

See how this changes the photograph

flaming up in your hands. 
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Dreaming in a Barn

Tilt and pour, Farmhand

your dump-bucket of words.

Fertilize this.

Why

who threw black paint on you

Farmcow?

Your splotches are continents

unmapped, letterless.

What pleasures it must!

to release the one vowel

your tuba utters. Come

speak, girl, before the Farm-

hand returns to squeeze your udders and fill

his silver pail with your

white-churned words.
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Dream Notes

1.

Plant the desert behind the mission and paint yourself.

Blue paint.

The night sky with blue

holes through which meaning slips.

Diffusion is crucial:     blue as vortex reversed

removes iris

as tho     order     shards of it.

2.

Black and White Still-life. Savior. Sailor.

Pop its eye out, the sky’s, to determine whether

the black wave rising is external or inter-

fering with one’s ability to reason

response: moonbow     initial: apparition.

(Sidenote: Charon’s oars are grey.)

3.

Palimpsest.

Erase the sky what ok paint over it.

Tangerine Oriole Screams Inside Cactus.

4.

Shore’s Razor Slits Rainbow, Splatters Cherries A-

cross Blade Held by Fisherman.
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Points of View

Try a different approach.

Only a few lines

of the finger point to and touch the small

black button which activates

the car alarm system’s

unbirdly double beep.

The book being held by the other 

hand is titled What to Say 

When You Talk to Yourself.

Erase the hand.

Place the book

inside the car.

Now someone is dying

to paint a snow-goose 

on a white canvas.

The word self in the book inside the car

completely whitewashed 

violence rhymes with silence

the alarming command

to place over one’s mouth 

one’s hand.
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No Gods Today

You

          may or may not have anything to do

with ordinary miracles

the uniqueness of a thumbprint

a pebble dropped by a thought

into a pond whose ripples correspond

to a print set in motion expanding until

a mirror returns waiting for an eye

or finger to split open time like a book

in which lines intersect

at angles of sunlight

surrounding

edges of steady-breezed leaves

saying something clearly

human: is

alone along the oblique shore

of footprints     crabgrass     a door of teak

and glass.
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Mosaic

anomaly green         obedience desert          egocentric gravity

platitude hermit torpor silhouette    lust torpedo

magpie          cupcake          eelgrass         smoke      homerun             headdress

meander goosebump    dandelion     hobo trampoline    jungle

energy        obfuscate         moonlight  homage         obtuse        confiscate

zebra     breast          electron           blitzkrieg          parabola       Zen

rainbow neuron agnostic mantra grief      wavelength

iridescent   malfunction       rhythm          sloth   knowledge  salmon

pride        embryo      peacock      holocaust    shark           liquidate

objective   infinite            nexus Virgo fraud         oxymoron

boomerang    telephone    bomb turnstone emerald    greed 

goddess geometry metaphor saxophone     blue paradox

squash         ampersand         television         envy     microscopic           embrace

angelic          misanthrope   diameter    gobble singed            epiphany

quintessence      wrath          juxtapose          diabolical         air            redundant

freedom   gluttony     purple            prayer             dust  fireflies

karma Chrysler stingray sunflower    muse   zenith

sunrise skyscraper    egret blackhole    avarice   mystery

web            mastodon         megabyte          sturgeon         scalpel      ram

telophase starfish Venus entree          snapdragon     galaxy

forgive entropy          acute           snowflake            obsidian    pitch
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Why I’m Not Going to Make Buckets of Money 

I don’t want to make buckets of anything.
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Advertising

The word art is in so many other words: sweetheart, K-mart, Antarctica, etcetera.

I have a thing for burned-out signs, shorts in wires, a running out of watts.

In Oakland, land of few oaks, Giant Burger has been reduced to ant urge.

In San Francisco, where Saint Francis seems irrelevant

the Silly Zone sign shines ill one in aqua electric.

You wouldn’t imagine the Software Center to be deficient but 

re enter blinks on and off.

The sign that welcomes you to Sharon, Vermont says, simply, Entering Sharon.

Sometimes I get up too fast and blood rushes to my head.

Dizzy and weightless, a dam ready to give, and butterflies.

In unison they fly a little ways off

and return, the order rearranged—

starlings, leaves. Bare branches.

Setting the distance between us at six feet

a seagull stands on a damp shore

the portion the ocean just licked like a stamp.

Others patch the sand like puffs of snow

but a plaid patch on the back of a waitress’s tight black

pants gives me thoughts too explicit to name.

Her name is Sharon. Every letter of her looms in full wattage

the way a sky of different shades of grey gets

after the sun sets and sends its afterglow

up to the underbelly of a voracious cloud.
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A Cheap Idea for a Novel

He lives in a city forty years, and one night

he dreams of a desert, walks for miles

nothing but flat solid dust

while the yellowing dusk comes on

glowing in panoramic the way dusk glows

around an island. He comes to a little hill

with a monstrous rock, utterly silent 

as if it’s sucked in all sound

the way the circular horizon’s sucking in all light.

A crack like a black lightening bolt radiates 

up and down from the rock's center

and then it speaks.

He jolts up, pulls the tiny metal beads of his lamp

scrambles through a drawer for pencil and paper

and scribbles it down as fast as he can.

He lays back down and falls asleep.

When he wakes he opens the drawer.

It's a playing card he's written on.

You decide which one.

You invent his name, occupation, supporting characters

the woman who loves him, whom he forsakes.

You describe the madness that prevails 

until his death. You decide how he dies

so long as his last thought is not of a desert, an island

the mysterious card or even the terrible stone. 
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Playing Adam

A woman dreams of me.

Nothing happens

but I have turquoise eyes and purple pupils.

I think of Picasso. The soul must

be bitter at first.

I want to tell the tale of Susan

watering a garden

of daisies and sunflowers

how she’s stung by a bee on the tender

fold of skin beneath her eye

how she’s allergic

so her eye darkens

and she dies right there in the garden

between the daisies and sunflowers

and becomes a legend. How now

black-eyed Susans are lovely

additions to any garden.  
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When a Chair Is Only a Chair

Of course we’re no competition

for the art

work of ocean

we differentiate between

weed and flower

snake and hole

paper, pencil, window

each peeling wave a gift

inside     out

if sitting back     taking it     in

isn’t a slight wrenching

and the wrench 

deconstructing the chair

isn’t a metaphor

let me fall.
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Rope     (for Marci)

When we’ve given up 

a notion of stars as God’s 

eyes looking down on us

and a belief in the whole world

as a metaphor for something else

what do we do with the words?

Sunset, ribs of evening

before a graveyard shift

at a crematorium

the curl and crash

shimmer and fade of summer

whitewash rushing ashore

whether the tide moves

in or out, the waves come

and darkness

a rhythmic shshsh

if I abandon my dark shore will you

cut your anchor’s rope?
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Meditation on the Greek Word for Lust     (for Marci)

Two bubbles in the paint on the wall

are breasts. This is where the cracks

will start, and the stripping away

in long peels like a statue’s drapery

over centuries unraveling.

This is the way the wind lusts

for eucalyptus

peeling away painted bark

in tan scarves.

If my soul were made of wind

I’d unleash it with just

enough force to unbuckle your belt

unbutton your buttons and push

your bra up over your nipples

while all the while your hair

blows above your head like a wing

but since it’s made of dust

I’ll leave it on your desk

the one you write at, by the window.

You’ll sweep most of it away

with your feather, and the rest

with a swift blown kiss

you’ll swirl up like a scroll of smoke

into the light.
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Whisper, It’s Sexier     (for Marci)

If I told you I was a harmless

garden snake would you? 

If I go down

a coastal trail hauling over

my shoulder a sack of clocks like a cross

between Kronos and Atlas will you?

There is not “but world enough and time.”

On the rocks I smash the clocks

and the glass returns

to Blake-sized sandgrains.

O the sweetness of our ball

revolving around

HORSE

shshshshsh

HORSE

hisssssss

HORSE     sh!

chariot.
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